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Statistical Analysis With Missing Data
Find guidance on using SAS for multiple imputation and solving common missing data issues.
Multiple Imputation of Missing Data Using SAS provides both theoretical background and
constructive solutions for those working with incomplete data sets in an engaging exampledriven format. It offers practical instruction on the use of SAS for multiple imputation and
provides numerous examples that use a variety of public release data sets with applications to
survey data. Written for users with an intermediate background in SAS programming and
statistics, this book is an excellent resource for anyone seeking guidance on multiple
imputation. The authors cover the MI and MIANALYZE procedures in detail, along with other
procedures used for analysis of complete data sets. They guide analysts through the multiple
imputation process, including evaluation of missing data patterns, choice of an imputation
method, execution of the process, and interpretation of results. Topics discussed include how
to deal with missing data problems in a statistically appropriate manner, how to intelligently
select an imputation method, how to incorporate the uncertainty introduced by the imputation
process, and how to incorporate the complex sample design (if appropriate) through use of the
SAS SURVEY procedures. Discover the theoretical background and see extensive
applications of the multiple imputation process in action. This book is part of the SAS Press
program.
AN UP-TO-DATE, COMPREHENSIVE TREATMENT OF A CLASSIC TEXT ON MISSING
DATA IN STATISTICS The topic of missing data has gained considerable attention in recent
decades. This new edition by two acknowledged experts on the subject offers an up-to-date
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account of practical methodology for handling missing data problems. Blending theory and
application, authors Roderick Little and Donald Rubin review historical approaches to the
subject and describe simple methods for multivariate analysis with missing values. They then
provide a coherent theory for analysis of problems based on likelihoods derived from statistical
models for the data and the missing data mechanism, and then they apply the theory to a wide
range of important missing data problems. Statistical Analysis with Missing Data, Third Edition
starts by introducing readers to the subject and approaches toward solving it. It looks at the
patterns and mechanisms that create the missing data, as well as a taxonomy of missing data.
It then goes on to examine missing data in experiments, before discussing complete-case and
available-case analysis, including weighting methods. The new edition expands its coverage to
include recent work on topics such as nonresponse in sample surveys, causal inference,
diagnostic methods, and sensitivity analysis, among a host of other topics. An updated
"classic" written by renowned authorities on the subject Features over 150 exercises (including
many new ones) Covers recent work on important methods like multiple imputation, robust
alternatives to weighting, and Bayesian methods Revises previous topics based on past
student feedback and class experience Contains an updated and expanded bibliography
Statistical Analysis with Missing Data, Third Edition is an ideal textbook for upper
undergraduate and/or beginning graduate level students of the subject. It is also an excellent
source of information for applied statisticians and practitioners in government and industry.
The contributors to Best Practices in Quantitative Methods envision quantitative methods in the
21st century, identify the best practices, and, where possible, demonstrate the superiority of
their recommendations empirically. Editor Jason W. Osborne designed this book with the goal
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of providing readers with the most effective, evidence-based, modern quantitative methods and
quantitative data analysis across the social and behavioral sciences. The text is divided into
five main sections covering select best practices in Measurement, Research Design, Basics of
Data Analysis, Quantitative Methods, and Advanced Quantitative Methods. Each chapter
contains a current and expansive review of the literature, a case for best practices in terms of
method, outcomes, inferences, etc., and broad-ranging examples along with any empirical
evidence to show why certain techniques are better. Key Features: Describes important implicit
knowledge to readers: The chapters in this volume explain the important details of seemingly
mundane aspects of quantitative research, making them accessible to readers and
demonstrating why it is important to pay attention to these details. Compares and contrasts
analytic techniques: The book examines instances where there are multiple options for doing
things, and make recommendations as to what is the "best" choice—or choices, as what is best
often depends on the circumstances. Offers new procedures to update and explicate traditional
techniques: The featured scholars present and explain new options for data analysis,
discussing the advantages and disadvantages of the new procedures in depth, describing how
to perform them, and demonstrating their use. Intended Audience: Representing the vanguard
of research methods for the 21st century, this book is an invaluable resource for graduate
students and researchers who want a comprehensive, authoritative resource for practical and
sound advice from leading experts in quantitative methods.
On October 16 and 17, 2000, we hosted an international workshop entitled "Statistical Design,
Measurement, and Analysis of Health Related Quality of Life." The workshop was held in the
beautiful city of Arradon, South Brittany, France with the main goal of fostering an
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interdisciplinary forum for discussion of theoretical and applied statistical issues arising in
studies of health-related quality of life (HRQoL). Included were biostatisticians,
psychometricians and public health professionals (e.g., physicians, sociologists, psychologists)
active in the study ofHRQoL. In assembling this volume, we invited each conference
participant to contribute a paper based on his or her presentation and the ensuing and very
interesting discussions that took place in Arradon. All papers were peer-reviewed, by
anonymous reviewers, and revised before final editing and acceptance. Although this process
was quite time consuming, we believe that it greatly improved the volume as a whole, making
this book a valuable contribution to the field ofHRQoL research. The volume presents a broad
spectrum of papers presented at the Workshop, and thus illustrates the range of current
research related to the theory, methods and applications of HRQoL, as well as the
interdisciplinary nature ofthis work. Following an introduction written by Sir David Cox, it
includes 27 articles organized into the following chapters.
Missing Data in Clinical Studies provides a comprehensive account of the problems arising
when data from clinical and related studies are incomplete, and presents the reader with
approaches to effectively address them. The text provides a critique of conventional and
simple methods before moving on to discuss more advanced approaches. The authors focus
on practical and modeling concepts, providing an extensive set of case studies to illustrate the
problems described. Provides a practical guide to the analysis of clinical trials and related
studies with missing data. Examines the problems caused by missing data, enabling a
complete understanding of how to overcome them. Presents conventional, simple methods to
tackle these problems, before addressing more advanced approaches, including sensitivity
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analysis, and the MAR missingness mechanism. Illustrated throughout with real-life case
studies and worked examples from clinical trials. Details the use and implementation of the
necessary statistical software, primarily SAS. Missing Data in Clinical Studies has been
developed through a series of courses and lectures. Its practical approach will appeal to
applied statisticians and biomedical researchers, in particular those in the biopharmaceutical
industry, medical and public health organisations. Graduate students of biostatistics will also
find much of benefit.
Statistical Rethinking: A Bayesian Course with Examples in R and Stan builds readers’
knowledge of and confidence in statistical modeling. Reflecting the need for even minor
programming in today’s model-based statistics, the book pushes readers to perform step-bystep calculations that are usually automated. This unique computational approach ensures that
readers understand enough of the details to make reasonable choices and interpretations in
their own modeling work. The text presents generalized linear multilevel models from a
Bayesian perspective, relying on a simple logical interpretation of Bayesian probability and
maximum entropy. It covers from the basics of regression to multilevel models. The author also
discusses measurement error, missing data, and Gaussian process models for spatial and
network autocorrelation. By using complete R code examples throughout, this book provides a
practical foundation for performing statistical inference. Designed for both PhD students and
seasoned professionals in the natural and social sciences, it prepares them for more advanced
or specialized statistical modeling. Web Resource The book is accompanied by an R package
(rethinking) that is available on the author’s website and GitHub. The two core functions (map
and map2stan) of this package allow a variety of statistical models to be constructed from
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standard model formulas.
Sponsored by the American Educational Research Association's Special Interest Group for
Educational Statisticians This volume is the second edition of Hancock and Mueller’s highlysuccessful 2006 volume, with all of the original chapters updated as well as four new chapters.
The second edition, like the first, is intended to serve as a didactically-oriented resource for
graduate students and research professionals, covering a broad range of advanced topics
often not discussed in introductory courses on structural equation modeling (SEM). Such topics
are important in furthering the understanding of foundations and assumptions underlying SEM
as well as in exploring SEM, as a potential tool to address new types of research questions
that might not have arisen during a first course. Chapters focus on the clear explanation and
application of topics, rather than on analytical derivations, and contain materials from popular
SEM software.
Praise for the First Edition of Statistical Analysis with Missing Data "An important contribution
to the applied statistics literature.... I give the book high marks for unifying and making
accessible much of the past and current work in this important area." —William E.
Strawderman, Rutgers University "This book...provide[s] interesting real-life examples,
stimulating end-of-chapter exercises, and up-to-date references. It should be on every applied
statistician’s bookshelf." —The Statistician "The book should be studied in the statistical
methods department in every statistical agency." —Journal of Official Statistics Statistical
analysis of data sets with missing values is a pervasive problem for which standard methods
are of limited value. The first edition of Statistical Analysis with Missing Data has been a
standard reference on missing-data methods. Now, reflecting extensive developments in
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Bayesian methods for simulating posterior distributions, this Second Edition by two
acknowledged experts on the subject offers a thoroughly up-to-date, reorganized survey of
current methodology for handling missing-data problems. Blending theory and application,
authors Roderick Little and Donald Rubin review historical approaches to the subject and
describe rigorous yet simple methods for multivariate analysis with missing values. They then
provide a coherent theory for analysis of problems based on likelihoods derived from statistical
models for the data and the missing-data mechanism and apply the theory to a wide range of
important missing-data problems. The new edition now enlarges its coverage to include:
Expanded coverage of Bayesian methodology, both theoretical and computational, and of
multiple imputation Analysis of data with missing values where inferences are based on
likelihoods derived from formal statistical models for the data-generating and missing-data
mechanisms Applications of the approach in a variety of contexts including regression, factor
analysis, contingency table analysis, time series, and sample survey inference Extensive
references, examples, and exercises Amstat News asked three review editors to rate their top
five favorite books in the September 2003 issue. Statistical Analysis With Missing Data was
among those chosen.

Missing data affect nearly every discipline by complicating the statistical analysis
of collected data. But since the 1990s, there have been important developments
in the statistical methodology for handling missing data. Written by renowned
statisticians in this area, Handbook of Missing Data Methodology presents many
methodological advances and the latest applications of missing data methods in
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empirical research. Divided into six parts, the handbook begins by establishing
notation and terminology. It reviews the general taxonomy of missing data
mechanisms and their implications for analysis and offers a historical perspective
on early methods for handling missing data. The following three parts cover
various inference paradigms when data are missing, including likelihood and
Bayesian methods; semi-parametric methods, with particular emphasis on
inverse probability weighting; and multiple imputation methods. The next part of
the book focuses on a range of approaches that assess the sensitivity of
inferences to alternative, routinely non-verifiable assumptions about the missing
data process. The final part discusses special topics, such as missing data in
clinical trials and sample surveys as well as approaches to model diagnostics in
the missing data setting. In each part, an introduction provides useful background
material and an overview to set the stage for subsequent chapters. Covering both
established and emerging methodologies for missing data, this book sets the
scene for future research. It provides the framework for readers to delve into
research and practical applications of missing data methods.
Drawing from the authors’ own work and from the most recent developments in
the field, Missing Data in Longitudinal Studies: Strategies for Bayesian Modeling
and Sensitivity Analysis describes a comprehensive Bayesian approach for
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drawing inference from incomplete data in longitudinal studies. To illustrate these
methods, the authors employ several data sets throughout that cover a range of
study designs, variable types, and missing data issues. The book first reviews
modern approaches to formulate and interpret regression models for longitudinal
data. It then discusses key ideas in Bayesian inference, including specifying prior
distributions, computing posterior distribution, and assessing model fit. The book
carefully describes the assumptions needed to make inferences about a full-data
distribution from incompletely observed data. For settings with ignorable dropout,
it emphasizes the importance of covariance models for inference about the mean
while for nonignorable dropout, the book studies a variety of models in detail. It
concludes with three case studies that highlight important features of the
Bayesian approach for handling nonignorable missingness. With suggestions for
further reading at the end of most chapters as well as many applications to the
health sciences, this resource offers a unified Bayesian approach to handle
missing data in longitudinal studies.
An up-to-date, comprehensive treatment of a classic text on missing data in
statistics The topic of missing data has gained considerable attention in recent
decades. This new edition by two acknowledged experts on the subject offers an
up-to-date account of practical methodology for handling missing data problems.
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Blending theory and application, authors Roderick Little and Donald Rubin review
historical approaches to the subject and describe simple methods for multivariate
analysis with missing values. They then provide a coherent theory for analysis of
problems based on likelihoods derived from statistical models for the data and
the missing data mechanism, and then they apply the theory to a wide range of
important missing data problems. Statistical Analysis with Missing Data, Third
Edition starts by introducing readers to the subject and approaches toward
solving it. It looks at the patterns and mechanisms that create the missing data,
as well as a taxonomy of missing data. It then goes on to examine missing data
in experiments, before discussing complete-case and available-case analysis,
including weighting methods. The new edition expands its coverage to include
recent work on topics such as nonresponse in sample surveys, causal inference,
diagnostic methods, and sensitivity analysis, among a host of other topics. An
updated “classic” written by renowned authorities on the subject Features over
150 exercises (including many new ones) Covers recent work on important
methods like multiple imputation, robust alternatives to weighting, and Bayesian
methods Revises previous topics based on past student feedback and class
experience Contains an updated and expanded bibliography Statistical Analysis
with Missing Data, Third Edition is an ideal textbook for upper undergraduate
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and/or beginning graduate level students of the subject. It is also an excellent
source of information for applied statisticians and practitioners in government and
industry.
The Transactions on Computational Science journal is part of the Springer series
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, and is devoted to the gamut of
computational science issues, from theoretical aspects to application-dependent
studies and the va- dation of emerging technologies. The current issue is devoted
to computer systems research and the application of such research, which
naturally complement each other. The issue is comprised of Part 1:
Computational Visualization and Optimization, and Part 2: Computational
Methods for Model Design and Analysis. Part 1 – Computational Visualization
and Optimization – is devoted to state-of-the-art research carried out in this area
with the use of novel computational methods. It is c- prised of five papers, each
addressing a specific computational problem in the areas of shared virtual
spaces, dynamic visualization, multimodal user interfaces, computational
geometry, and parallel simulation, respectively. Part 2 – Computational Methods
for Model Design and Analysis – continues the topic with an in-depth look at
selected computational science research in the areas of data representation and
analysis. The four papers comprising this part cover such areas as efficient
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reversible logic design, missing data analysis, stochastic computation and neural
network representation for eccentric sphere models. Each paper describes a
detailed experiment or a case study of the methodology presented to amplify the
impact of the contribution.
Due to recent theoretical findings and advances in statistical computing, there
has been a rapid development of techniques and applications in the area of
missing data analysis. Statistical Methods for Handling Incomplete Data covers
the most up-to-date statistical theories and computational methods for analyzing
incomplete data. Features Uses the mean score equation as a building block for
developing the theory for missing data analysis Provides comprehensive
coverage of computational techniques for missing data analysis Presents a
rigorous treatment of imputation techniques, including multiple imputation
fractional imputation Explores the most recent advances of the propensity score
method and estimation techniques for nonignorable missing data Describes a
survey sampling application Updated with a new chapter on Data Integration Now
includes a chapter on Advanced Topics, including kernel ridge regression
imputation and neural network model imputation The book is primarily aimed at
researchers and graduate students from statistics, and could be used as a
reference by applied researchers with a good quantitative background. It includes
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many real data examples and simulated examples to help readers understand
the methodologies.
Randomized clinical trials are the primary tool for evaluating new medical
interventions. Randomization provides for a fair comparison between treatment
and control groups, balancing out, on average, distributions of known and
unknown factors among the participants. Unfortunately, these studies often lack a
substantial percentage of data. This missing data reduces the benefit provided by
the randomization and introduces potential biases in the comparison of the
treatment groups. Missing data can arise for a variety of reasons, including the
inability or unwillingness of participants to meet appointments for evaluation. And
in some studies, some or all of data collection ceases when participants
discontinue study treatment. Existing guidelines for the design and conduct of
clinical trials, and the analysis of the resulting data, provide only limited advice on
how to handle missing data. Thus, approaches to the analysis of data with an
appreciable amount of missing values tend to be ad hoc and variable. The
Prevention and Treatment of Missing Data in Clinical Trials concludes that a
more principled approach to design and analysis in the presence of missing data
is both needed and possible. Such an approach needs to focus on two critical
elements: (1) careful design and conduct to limit the amount and impact of
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missing data and (2) analysis that makes full use of information on all
randomized participants and is based on careful attention to the assumptions
about the nature of the missing data underlying estimates of treatment effects. In
addition to the highest priority recommendations, the book offers more detailed
recommendations on the conduct of clinical trials and techniques for analysis of
trial data.
Statistical power analysis has revolutionized the ways in which we conduct and
evaluate research. Similar developments in the statistical analysis of incomplete
(missing) data are gaining more widespread applications. This volume brings
statistical power and incomplete data together under a common framework, in a
way that is readily accessible to those with only an introductory familiarity with
structural equation modeling. It answers many practical questions such as: How
missing data affects the statistical power in a study How much power is likely with
different amounts and types of missing data How to increase the power of a
design in the presence of missing data, and How to identify the most powerful
design in the presence of missing data. Points of Reflection encourage readers to
stop and test their understanding of the material. Try Me sections test one’s
ability to apply the material. Troubleshooting Tips help to prevent commonly
encountered problems. Exercises reinforce content and Additional Readings
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provide sources for delving more deeply into selected topics. Numerous
examples demonstrate the book’s application to a variety of disciplines. Each
issue is accompanied by its potential strengths and shortcomings and examples
using a variety of software packages (SAS, SPSS, Stata, LISREL, AMOS, and
MPlus). Syntax is provided using a single software program to promote continuity
but in each case, parallel syntax using the other packages is presented in
appendixes. Routines, data sets, syntax files, and links to student versions of
software packages are found at www.psypress.com/davey. The worked
examples in Part 2 also provide results from a wider set of estimated models.
These tables, and accompanying syntax, can be used to estimate statistical
power or required sample size for similar problems under a wide range of
conditions. Class-tested at Temple, Virginia Tech, and Miami University of Ohio,
this brief text is an ideal supplement for graduate courses in applied statistics,
statistics II, intermediate or advanced statistics, experimental design, structural
equation modeling, power analysis, and research methods taught in departments
of psychology, human development, education, sociology, nursing, social work,
gerontology and other social and health sciences. The book’s applied approach
will also appeal to researchers in these areas. Sections covering Fundamentals,
Applications, and Extensions are designed to take readers from first steps to
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mastery.
The Handbook of Marketing Research: Uses, Misuses, and Future Advances
comprehensively explores the approaches for delivering market insights for factbased decision making in a market-oriented firm. Divided into four parts, the
Handbook addresses (1) the different nuances of delivering insights; (2)
quantitative, qualitative, and online data gathering techniques; (3) basic and
advanced data analysis methods; and (4) the substantial marketing issues that
clients are interested in resolving through marketing research.
Using numerous examples and practical tips, this book offers a nontechnical
explanation of the standard methods for missing data (such as listwise or
casewise deletion) as well as two newer (and, better) methods, maximum
likelihood and multiple imputation. Anyone who has relied on ad-hoc methods
that are statistically inefficient or biased will find this book a welcome and
accessible solution to their problems with handling missing data.
Although many graduate students and researchers have had course work in
statistics, they sometimes find themselves stumped in proceeding with a
particular data analysis question. In fact, statistics is often taught as a lesson in
mathematics as opposed to a strategy for answering questions about world[?],
leaving beginning researchers at a loss for how to proceed. In these situations, it
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is common to turn to a statistical expert, the "go to" person when questions
regarding appropriate data analysis emerge. Your Statistical Consultant is an
authentic alternative resource for describing, explaining, and making
recommendations regarding thorny or confusing statistical issues. Written to be
responsive to a wide range of inquiries and levels of expertise, this book is
flexibly organized so readers can either read it sequentially or turn directly to the
sections that correspond to their concerns and questions.
A practical guide to analysing partially observeddata. Collecting, analysing and
drawing inferences from data iscentral to research in the medical and social
sciences.Unfortunately, it is rarely possible to collect all the intendeddata. The
literature on inference from the resultingincomplete data is now huge, and
continues to grow both asmethods are developed for large and complex data
structures, and asincreasing computer power and suitable software enable
researchersto apply these methods. This book focuses on a particular statistical
method foranalysing and drawing inferences from incomplete data, calledMultiple
Imputation (MI). MI is attractive because it is bothpractical and widely applicable.
The authors aim is to clarify theissues raised by missing data, describing the
rationale for MI, therelationship between the various imputation models and
associatedalgorithms and its application to increasingly complex datastructures.
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Multiple Imputation and its Application: Discusses the issues raised by the
analysis of partiallyobserved data, and the assumptions on which analyses rest.
Presents a practical guide to the issues to consider whenanalysing incomplete
data from both observational studies andrandomized trials. Provides a detailed
discussion of the practical use of MI withreal-world examples drawn from medical
and social statistics. Explores handling non-linear relationships and
interactionswith multiple imputation, survival analysis, multilevel
multipleimputation, sensitivity analysis via multiple imputation, usingnonresponse weights with multiple imputation and doubly robustmultiple imputation.
Multiple Imputation and its Application is aimed atquantitative researchers and
students in the medical and socialsciences with the aim of clarifying the issues
raised by theanalysis of incomplete data data, outlining the rationale for MIand
describing how to consider and address the issues that arise inits application.
This volume describes new methods with special emphasis on classification and
cluster analysis. These methods are applied to problems in information retrieval,
phylogeny, medical diagnosis, microarrays, and other active research areas.
Demonstrates how nonresponse in sample surveys and censuses can be
handled by replacing each missing value with two or more multiple imputations.
Clearly illustrates the advantages of modern computing to such handle surveys,
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and demonstrates the benefit of this statistical technique for researchers who
must analyze them. Also presents the background for Bayesian and frequentist
theory. After establishing that only standard complete-data methods are needed
to analyze a multiply-imputed set, the text evaluates procedures in general
circumstances, outlining specific procedures for creating imputations in both the
ignorable and nonignorable cases. Examples and exercises reinforce ideas, and
the interplay of Bayesian and frequentist ideas presents a unified picture of
modern statistics.
Contributors thoroughly survey the most important statistical models used in
empirical reserch in the social and behavioral sciences. Following a common
format, each chapter introduces a model, illustrates the types of problems and
data for which the model is best used, provides numerous examples that draw
upon familiar models or procedures, and includes material on software that can
be used to estimate the models studied. This handbook will aid researchers,
methodologists, graduate students, and statisticians to understand and resolve
common modeling problems.
While most books on missing data focus on applying sophisticated statistical
techniques to deal with the problem after it has occurred, this volume provides a
methodology for the control and prevention of missing data. In clear, nontechnical
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language, the authors help the reader understand the different types of missing
data and their implications for the reliability, validity, and generalizability of a
study’s conclusions. They provide practical recommendations for designing
studies that decrease the likelihood of missing data, and for addressing this
important issue when reporting study results. When statistical remedies are
needed--such as deletion procedures, augmentation methods, and single
imputation and multiple imputation procedures--the book also explains how to
make sound decisions about their use. Patrick E. McKnight's website offers a
periodically updated annotated bibliography on missing data and links to other
Web resources that address missing data.
`I often... wonder to myself whether the field needs another book, handbook, or
encyclopedia on this topic. In this case I think that the answer is truly yes. The
handbook is well focused on important issues in the field, and the chapters are
written by recognized authorities in their fields. The book should appeal to
anyone who wants an understanding of important topics that frequently go
uncovered in graduate education in psychology' - David C Howell, Professor
Emeritus, University of Vermont Quantitative psychology is arguably one of the
oldest disciplines within the field of psychology and nearly all psychologists are
exposed to quantitative psychology in some form. While textbooks in statistics,
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research methods and psychological measurement exist, none offer a unified
treatment of quantitative psychology. The SAGE Handbook of Quantitative
Methods in Psychology does just that. Each chapter covers a methodological
topic with equal attention paid to established theory and the challenges facing
methodologists as they address new research questions using that particular
methodology. The reader will come away from each chapter with a greater
understanding of the methodology being addressed as well as an understanding
of the directions for future developments within that methodological area.
Drawing on a global scholarship, the Handbook is divided into seven parts: Part
One: Design and Inference: addresses issues in the inference of causal relations
from experimental and non-experimental research, along with the design of true
experiments and quasi-experiments, and the problem of missing data due to
various influences such as attrition or non-compliance. Part Two: Measurement
Theory: begins with a chapter on classical test theory, followed by the common
factor analysis model as a model for psychological measurement. The models for
continuous latent variables in item-response theory are covered next, followed by
a chapter on discrete latent variable models as represented in latent class
analysis. Part Three: Scaling Methods: covers metric and non-metric scaling
methods as developed in multidimensional scaling, followed by consideration of
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the scaling of discrete measures as found in dual scaling and correspondence
analysis. Models for preference data such as those found in random utility theory
are covered next. Part Four: Data Analysis: includes chapters on regression
models, categorical data analysis, multilevel or hierarchical models, resampling
methods, robust data analysis, meta-analysis, Bayesian data analysis, and
cluster analysis. Part Five: Structural Equation Models: addresses topics in
general structural equation modeling, nonlinear structural equation models,
mixture models, and multilevel structural equation models. Part Six: Longitudinal
Models: covers the analysis of longitudinal data via mixed modeling, time series
analysis and event history analysis. Part Seven: Specialized Models: covers
specific topics including the analysis of neuro-imaging data and functional dataanalysis.
In conjunction with top survey researchers around the world and with Nielsen Media Research
serving as the corporate sponsor, the Encyclopedia of Survey Research Methods presents
state-of-the-art information and methodological examples from the field of survey research.
Although there are other "how-to" guides and references texts on survey research, none is as
comprehensive as this Encyclopedia, and none presents the material in such a focused and
approachable manner. With more than 600 entries, this resource uses a Total Survey Error
perspective that considers all aspects of possible survey error from a cost-benefit standpoint.
This volume contains the papers from the Sixth Eugene Lukacs Symposium on
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''Multidimensional Statistical Analysis and Random Matrices'', which was held at the Bowling
Green State University, Ohio, USA, 29--30 March 1996. Multidimensional statistical analysis
and random matrices have been the topics of great research. The papers presented in this
volume discuss many varied aspects of this all-encompassing topic. In particular, topics
covered include generalized statistical analysis, elliptically contoured distribution, covariance
structure analysis, metric scaling, detection of outliers, density approximation, and circulant
and band random matrices.
The last two decades have seen enormous developments in statistical methods for incomplete
data. The EM algorithm and its extensions, multiple imputation, and Markov Chain Monte Carlo
provide a set of flexible and reliable tools from inference in large classes of missing-data
problems. Yet, in practical terms, those developments have had surprisingly little impact on the
way most data analysts handle missing values on a routine basis. Analysis of Incomplete
Multivariate Data helps bridge the gap between theory and practice, making these missingdata tools accessible to a broad audience. It presents a unified, Bayesian approach to the
analysis of incomplete multivariate data, covering datasets in which the variables are
continuous, categorical, or both. The focus is applied, where necessary, to help readers
thoroughly understand the statistical properties of those methods, and the behavior of the
accompanying algorithms. All techniques are illustrated with real data examples, with extended
discussion and practical advice. All of the algorithms described in this book have been
implemented by the author for general use in the statistical languages S and S Plus. The
software is available free of charge on the Internet.
A practical approach to using regression and computation to solve real-world problems of
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estimation, prediction, and causal inference.
Missing data have long plagued those conducting applied research in the social, behavioral,
and health sciences. Good missing data analysis solutions are available, but practical
information about implementation of these solutions has been lacking. The objective of Missing
Data: Analysis and Design is to enable investigators who are non-statisticians to implement
modern missing data procedures properly in their research, and reap the benefits in terms of
improved accuracy and statistical power. Missing Data: Analysis and Design contains essential
information for both beginners and advanced readers. For researchers with limited missing
data analysis experience, this book offers an easy-to-read introduction to the theoretical
underpinnings of analysis of missing data; provides clear, step-by-step instructions for
performing state-of-the-art multiple imputation analyses; and offers practical advice, based on
over 20 years' experience, for avoiding and troubleshooting problems. For more advanced
readers, unique discussions of attrition, non-Monte-Carlo techniques for simulations involving
missing data, evaluation of the benefits of auxiliary variables, and highly cost-effective planned
missing data designs are provided. The author lays out missing data theory in a plain English
style that is accessible and precise. Most analysis described in the book are conducted using
the well-known statistical software packages SAS and SPSS, supplemented by Norm 2.03 and
associated Java-based automation utilities. A related web site contains free downloads of the
supplementary software, as well as sample empirical data sets and a variety of practical
exercises described in the book to enhance and reinforce the reader’s learning experience.
Missing Data: Analysis and Design and its web site work together to enable beginners to gain
confidence in their ability to conduct missing data analysis, and more advanced readers to
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expand their skill set.
A must-have volume for every communication researcher’s library, The SAGE Sourcebook of
Advanced Data Analysis Methods for Communication Research provides an introductory
treatment of various advanced statistical methods applied to research in the field of
communication. Written by authors who use these methods in their own research, each
chapter gives a non-technical overview of what the method is and how it can be used to
answer communication-related questions or aide the researcher dealing with difficult data
problems. Students and faculty interested in diving into a new statistical topic—such as latent
growth modeling, multilevel modeling, propensity scoring, or time series analysis—will find each
chapter an excellent springboard for acquiring the background needed to jump into more
advanced, technical readings.
This book trains the next generation of scientists representing different disciplines to leverage
the data generated during routine patient care. It formulates a more complete lexicon of
evidence-based recommendations and support shared, ethical decision making by doctors with
their patients. Diagnostic and therapeutic technologies continue to evolve rapidly, and both
individual practitioners and clinical teams face increasingly complex ethical decisions.
Unfortunately, the current state of medical knowledge does not provide the guidance to make
the majority of clinical decisions on the basis of evidence. The present research infrastructure
is inefficient and frequently produces unreliable results that cannot be replicated. Even
randomized controlled trials (RCTs), the traditional gold standards of the research reliability
hierarchy, are not without limitations. They can be costly, labor intensive, and slow, and can
return results that are seldom generalizable to every patient population. Furthermore, many
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pertinent but unresolved clinical and medical systems issues do not seem to have attracted the
interest of the research enterprise, which has come to focus instead on cellular and molecular
investigations and single-agent (e.g., a drug or device) effects. For clinicians, the end result is
a bit of a “data desert” when it comes to making decisions. The new research infrastructure
proposed in this book will help the medical profession to make ethically sound and well
informed decisions for their patients.
Acknowledged experts on the subject bring together diverse sources on methods for statistical
analysis of data sets with missing values, a pervasive problem for which standard methods are
of limited value. Blending theory and application, it reviews historical approaches to the
subject, and rigorous yet simple methods for multivariate analysis with missing values. Goes
on to provide a coherent theory for analysis of problems based on likelihoods derived from
statistical models for the data and the missing data mechanism. The theory is applied to a wide
range of important missing-data problems. Extensive references, examples, and exercises.
Many researchers jump from data collection directly into testing hypothesis without realizing
these tests can go profoundly wrong without clean data. This book provides a clear,
accessible, step-by-step process of important best practices in preparing for data collection,
testing assumptions, and examining and cleaning data in order to decrease error rates and
increase both the power and replicability of results. Jason W. Osborne, author of the handbook
Best Practices in Quantitative Methods (SAGE, 2008) provides easily-implemented
suggestions that are evidence-based and will motivate change in practice by empirically
demonstrating—for each topic—the benefits of following best practices and the potential
consequences of not following these guidelines.
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Matched sampling is often used to help assess the causal effect of some exposure or
intervention, typically when randomized experiments are not available or cannot be conducted.
This book presents a selection of Donald B. Rubin's research articles on matched sampling,
from the early 1970s, when the author was one of the major researchers involved in
establishing the field, to recent contributions to this now extremely active area. The articles
include fundamental theoretical studies that have become classics, important extensions, and
real applications that range from breast cancer treatments to tobacco litigation to studies of
criminal tendencies. They are organized into seven parts, each with an introduction by the
author that provides historical and personal context and discusses the relevance of the work
today. A concluding essay offers advice to investigators designing observational studies. The
book provides an accessible introduction to the study of matched sampling and will be an
indispensable reference for students and researchers.
Blending theory and application, this comprehensive resource offers an up-to-date account of
practical methodology for handling missing data problems. -Statistical power analysis has revolutionized the ways in which we conduct and evaluate
research. Similar developments in the statistical analysis of incomplete (missing) data are
gaining more widespread applications. This volume brings statistical power and incomplete
data together under a common framework, in a way that is readily accessible to those with only
an introductory familiarity with structural equation modeling. It answers many practical
questions such as: How missing data affects the statistical power in a study How much power
is likely with different amounts and types of missing data How to increase the power of a
design in the presence of missing data, and How to identify the most powerful design in the
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presence of missing data. Points of Reflection encourage readers to stop and test their
understanding of the material. Try Me sections test oneâe(tm)s ability to apply the material.
Troubleshooting Tips help to prevent commonly encountered problems. Exercises reinforce
content and Additional Readings provide sources for delving more deeply into selected topics.
Numerous examples demonstrate the bookâe(tm)s application to a variety of disciplines. Each
issue is accompanied by its potential strengths and shortcomings and examples using a variety
of software packages (SAS, SPSS, Stata, LISREL, AMOS, and MPlus). Syntax is provided
using a single software program to promote continuity but in each case, parallel syntax using
the other packages is presented in appendixes. Routines, data sets, syntax files, and links to
student versions of software packages are found at www.psypress.com/davey. The worked
examples in Part 2 also provide results from a wider set of estimated models. These tables,
and accompanying syntax, can be used to estimate statistical power or required sample size
for similar problems under a wide range of conditions. Class-tested at Temple, Virginia Tech,
and Miami University of Ohio, this brief text is an ideal supplement for graduate courses in
applied statistics, statistics II, intermediate or advanced statistics, experimental design,
structural equation modeling, power analysis, and research methods taught in departments of
psychology, human development, education, sociology, nursing, social work, gerontology and
other social and health sciences. The bookâe(tm)s applied approach will also appeal to
researchers in these areas. Sections covering Fundamentals, Applications, and Extensions are
designed to take readers from first steps to mastery.
Missing data pose challenges to real-life data analysis. Simple ad-hoc fixes, like deletion or
mean imputation, only work under highly restrictive conditions, which are often not met in
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practice. Multiple imputation replaces each missing value by multiple plausible values. The
variability between these replacements reflects our ignorance of the true (but missing) value.
Each of the completed data set is then analyzed by standard methods, and the results are
pooled to obtain unbiased estimates with correct confidence intervals. Multiple imputation is a
general approach that also inspires novel solutions to old problems by reformulating the task at
hand as a missing-data problem. This is the second edition of a popular book on multiple
imputation, focused on explaining the application of methods through detailed worked
examples using the MICE package as developed by the author. This new edition incorporates
the recent developments in this fast-moving field. This class-tested book avoids mathematical
and technical details as much as possible: formulas are accompanied by verbal statements
that explain the formula in accessible terms. The book sharpens the reader’s intuition on how
to think about missing data, and provides all the tools needed to execute a well-grounded
quantitative analysis in the presence of missing data.
Walking readers step by step through complex concepts, this book translates missing data
techniques into something that applied researchers and graduate students can understand and
utilize in their own research. Enders explains the rationale and procedural details for maximum
likelihood estimation, Bayesian estimation, multiple imputation, and models for handling
missing not at random (MNAR) data. Easy-to-follow examples and small simulated data sets
illustrate the techniques and clarify the underlying principles. The companion website
(www.appliedmissingdata.com) includes data files and syntax for the examples in the book as
well as up-to-date information on software. The book is accessible to substantive researchers
while providing a level of detail that will satisfy quantitative specialists.
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A modern and practical guide to the essential concepts andideas for analyzing data with
missing observations in the field ofbiostatistics With an emphasis on hands-on applications,
Applied MissingData Analysis in the Health Sciences outlines the variousmodern statistical
methods for the analysis of missing data. Theauthors acknowledge the limitations of
established techniques andprovide newly-developed methods with concrete applications in
areassuch as causal inference methods and the field of diagnosticmedicine. Organized by
types of data, chapter coverage begins with anoverall introduction to the existence and
limitations of missingdata and continues into traditional techniques for missing datainference,
including likelihood-based, weighted GEE, multipleimputation, and Bayesian methods. The
book’s subsequentlycovers cross-sectional, longitudinal, hierarchical, survival data.In addition,
Applied Missing Data Analysis in the HealthSciences features: Multiple data sets that can be
replicated using the SAS®,Stata®, R, and WinBUGS software packages Numerous examples
of case studies in the field of biostatisticsto illustrate real-world scenarios and demonstrate
applications ofdiscussed methodologies Detailed appendices to guide readers through the use
of thepresented data in various software environments Applied Missing Data Analysis in the
Health Sciences isan excellent textbook for upper-undergraduate and graduatelevelbiostatistics courses as well as an ideal resource for healthscience researchers and
applied statisticians.
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